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Overview 

! Different data sources: What is available to you 
to understand the patient experience? 
–  Patient experience data 
–  Staff experience data 



Overview-Different data sources 
 
! CAHPS: respecting its influence, studying its 

limitations 
! Press Ganey, NRC Picker, Gallup, Avatar, etc. 
! Focus groups 
! Patient/Family advisors 
! Patient Relations 
! Billing 
! Physicians 
! Safety culture surveys 
! Staff and provider engagement 



Quantitative and Qualitative sources 

! Stories 
! Letters 
! Leader rounding 
! Observations 
! Ethnography and anthropology 
! Gemba! 
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Why are multiple 
data sources 
important ? 
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Activity: Data self-assessment 
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What Do Health Care  
Consumers Want? 
! Patients Assume Competence 
! Control over their lives 
! To achieve goals 
! Preserve their self-esteem 
! To be treated fairly and with respect 
! A warm reception – for themselves and their family 
! Security 
! Approval, acceptance and recognition 
! To feel important, and be appreciated 
! Information! 
! To have a sense of belonging and engagement 
! To be listened to 
! Honesty 



3 Levels of Caring (Fred Lee) 

! Correlation of Patient Care and Evaluation 
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Staff Motivation Staff Performance Patient Evaluation 

Inspired Compassion 5 
Very Satisfied 

Required Courtesy 4 
Satisfied 

Hired Competence 3 
Neutral 

Fired 1-2  
Dissatisfied 



Patients’ Perception of Overall Quality of Care 
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Source:  HCAHPS Survey & PRC Loyalty Survey:  Why measure with both?  PRC Inc. January 2008 

 
Patients who rate 
Quality of Care as 
“Excellent” are four 
times more likely to 
recommend you 
than those who rate 
Quality of Care as 
“Very Good” 
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What about CAHPS? 
Why we care 
! Common across all 

hospitals  
! Public access 
! Ballpark right stuff 
! Suitable for dashboards, 

on run charts 
! CMS has your attention 
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Limitations in our work 
! Time lag—too delayed for 

improvement work 
! Global numbers may not 

reflect targeted unit work 
! Low response rates 
! “silo” focus, not team focus 

for care 
! The problem with n (to 

double precision, you need 
to quadruple sample size) 
 

Informing Ecological Design, LLC 



Stages of Dealing with Data 

! Deny 
! Ignore 
! Shoot the messenger 
! Accept 
! Use 



Emergency Department 

Press Ganey National database – through June 30, 2012 

Staff cared about you as a person .87 
Courtesy shown family/friends .85 
Adequacy of info to family/friends .85 
Response concerns/complaints stay .84 
Nurses informative re: treatments .84 
Nurse took time to listen .81 
How well pain was controlled .77 
Safe/secure felt in ER/ED .77 
Privacy during personal information .68 



Adult Inpatient 

Press Ganey National database – through June 30, 2012 

Staff addressed emotional needs .79 
Staff sensitivity to inconvenience .78 
Teach/instruct self-care, med, treatment .78 
Staff attitude toward visitors .74 
Nurses kept you informed .73 
How well your pain was controlled .69 
Skill of physician .67 
Room cleanliness .62 
Noise level in and around room .52 



Pediatric Inpatient 

Press Ganey National database – through June 30, 2012 

Respect for parents knowledge of child .72 
Response to concerns/complaints .72 
Staff worked together .71 
Cheerfulness of hospital .71 
Staff concern not to frighten child .71 
Staff addressed emotional needs .68 
Dr’s concern for questions/worries .68 
Dr informed w/clear language .68 
Staff sensitivity to inconvenience .67 
Skill of the nurses .62 



Urgent Care 

Press Ganey National database – through June 30, 2012 

Staff cared about you as a person .88 
Response to concerns/complaints .86 
Adequacy of info to family/friends .84 
Courtesy shown family/friends .82 
Information about home care .81 
Nurses attention to your needs .79 
Doctor informative re treatment .78 
Doctor’s courtesy .75 
Nurse’s courtesy .76 
Cleanliness of Urgent Care .71 
Privacy during personal information .68 



Patient Experience Data: Summary 

! There is no perfect measure for patient  
experience and the experience of care 

! There is however, very good data that  
can drive improvement 

! Focus on:  Mean, percentile, “5’s”,  
correlations and improvement 
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Reflections and 
Discussion 



Question 

How well do we see the world 
through the eyes of patient and 
families? 



Our “patient and family eyes” are… 

! Pretty much shut 
! Can make out big issues if we squint 
! need corrective lens prescription upgrade but 

pretty good 
! “20/20”—and good night vision, too 



In Scotland…Redesigning 
Doors Contest and Shared 

Goals 





Shared Goals 

“Just to keep Dad’s eyes 
nice. I know that they 
look different when fluids 
are being pushed into 
him. Mum gets upset 
when she sees his eyes 
getting red.” 

















The winner  
designed by 7 year old Zoe, a 

regular visitor to the ward.  









In Denmark….Taking it to the 
Streets 
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June 22, 2012 www.patientsikkerhed.dk 



EXPOSED100,000

40,000

90 %

DIALOGUES

NOTICED

70% Act differently 



At IHI….Taking it to the 
People 
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The Conversation Project 

! The Conversation Project, co-founded by 
Pulitzer Prize winner Ellen Goodman, is a 
public engagement campaign with a goal 
that is both simple and transformative: to 
make sure that every person’s wishes for 
end-of-life care are expressed and 
respected. 
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The Conversation Project’s 
Cornerstone … 
! is a website that offers visitors a Conversation 

Starter Kit, and asks people to submit their 
personal stories to be shared on website and via 
YouTube, Twitter, and Facebook.  

! http://theconversationproject.org/your-stories/ 
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What patients tell us… 

Anne is the mother of two daughters and three 
grandchildren, all boys.  She was working full time 
when she went into the hospital for a rather simple 
surgery to remove a gall stone from a bile duct.  A 
hospital acquired infection resulted in her being in 

intensive care for one month.  The day comes 
when she can leave ICU. 
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